
CALTRANS PROJECTS

Every year, Caltrans District 2 starts construction on a series of projects that will improve our California highways.
Additionally, a number of long-term projects.

So are non-profits, cable companies and certified telephone companies. Anyone adding a trench or conduit to
a Caltrans project will have to bear the full cost, including design and construction, encroachment permits
which are required and reimbursement of any extra state money spent by Caltrans as a result. This entry was
posted on Monday, May 6th, at pm and is filed under Blog. Litigation against the Richardson Grove project
has been successful in both state and federal court. The park has essential habitat for threatened and
endangered species such as the northern spotted owl, and its creeks support runs of imperiled salmon and
steelhead trout. SPCI replaced 6. A list of eligible projects has been posted , and will be periodically updated.
The implementation of a Dispute Resolution Ladder enabled the project to proceed on normal terms without
any distractions from the potential claim. In addition to the bridge replacement, this project involved
construction of the Kastania Road Overcrossing, four new ramps, two frontage roads, seven retaining walls,
and the overall raising of the highway for site-distance improvements. Read on to learn why the following
VCG-facilitated projects were among those honored. Caltrans may choose to share conduit or fibers with local
government agencies for exchanging transportation data and services as part of a regional communications
network infrastructure. SPCI enabled the team to identify potential problems quickly and find reasonable and
economically sound solutions. Weekly progress meetings and on-site field meetings between Caltrans and
Security Paving Company, Inc. By working together through the Partnering Process, a more productive and
less destructive solution was uncovered. Caltrans has pursued this project solely to incrementally improve
passage for heavy, oversized commercial trucks, with trailers up to 53 feet long. Creating complications, the
project team was challenged with tight access space and limited right-of-way access. The agency reapproved
the project in , claiming it had made significant changes. Touted as one of the longest precast, post-tension
splice concrete girder bridges in the U. Or can be. However, Caltrans still proposed to cut into tree roots,
threatening the stability and viability of old-growth redwoods. Furthermore, with motorists crossing the
heavily travelled corridor at excessive speeds during non-peak hours, worker and public safety posed a major
concern. Despite numerous constraints, the plan allowed the project to remain on schedule without greatly
affecting the public. In its 18th year, the Caltrans Partnering Awards recognize Caltrans project teams for
utilizing Partnering and its best practices to facilitate successful project implementation. Previous legal
challenges blocked construction and forced Caltrans to rescind all project approvals in  Caltrans first proposed
the project in , claiming the widening is needed to accommodate large-truck travel. The team cooperated to
create a dry compaction test program proving compaction without water was indeed impossible. A state court
ruled in May against a Caltrans motion to dismiss the state lawsuit. Issues ranged from unsuitable soil to
conflicts with third party utilities. This project provided a solution to the traffic bottleneck in this area by
realigning and widening the expressway to four lanes. The net result was a well-informed public with very few
project-complaints. Caltrans was spurred into action by assembly bill , which was passed in , and by
subsequent follow up negotiations last year. Local government are eligible.


